My name is William Bell. I am a patent holder of multiple patents and have been victimized by large corps spending their way to steal my intellectual property. I have witnessed first hand the poor condition of our patent system and how they are becoming worthless as most of us cannot finance the defense of our patents against large corporate patent raiders!

Small businesses and those with limited means are being stripped of their patents by PTAB at an astounding rate of 80%+-. Large Corps are killing Americas greatest asset by stealing intellectual property. we have to make the process much more difficult to invalidate these patents. we also need to have a real court not an administrative board hearing these case. this also needs to occur in the local jurisdiction of the small business to eliminate those with unlimited resources to spend their way to success. courts also need to award punitive costs to those attacking patents with no basis. if you dont fix this very soon it will be the death of the American inventor and everything will continue migrating to large Corps and on to China.

we are depending on you to save our patent system which is a right protected by our constitution.

There is too much evidence that we have major problems in this system that must be fixed.

**Failed Patent System:**

- eBay v. MercExchange
- Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB)
- Alice v. CLS Bank

**Small Entities Court:**

- The Focus Should be Small Entities, not Small Claims.
- It must be an Article III court, not an Administrative Tribunal
- Motion Practice Limits
- Injunction is the Default Remedy

**Lack of inventor representation on the consultancy committee is a terrible problem.**

thank you.

Have a great Day!
Have a great day!
Bill Bell

-- A friend loves at all times, and a brother is born for a time of adversity.
    Proverbs 17:17

--A veteran is someone who, at one point in his/her life, wrote a blank check made
payable to "The United States of America," for an amount of "up to and including my life."
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